
I’m Dan Lobelle
Director of Electronic Communication

Office of University Relations
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Twitter: @danlobelle
LinkedIn: http://www.linkedin.com/in/danlobelle
Portfolio that I’ve been too busy to update in years: http://muriqui.net



Before working here,
I was a...

• WMU graduate, 
computer science

• Freelance Web designer

• PC technician

• Help desk support lead

• Email support lead

• Server administrator

• Database administrator

• IT operations manager

• Senior network engineer

• Freelance Drupal 
developer

• Chronically overworked 
and sleep-deprived 
person
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These first few slides serve as a (very) brief introduction for those who may not know me.  If 
you just want to get to the technical stuff, skip to slide 9.



{picture redacted}
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This slide was originally a photo of my wife and daughters, but I didn’t think my wife would 
appreciate having her picture circulated all over campus...
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... Our cat, on the other hand, had no such objection.



my Savior my family

Batman

photography

strawberry pie making stuff
integrity

sushispicy Asian food

beautiful design

typography tea

fencing
Doctor Who

crossword puzzles

Japan

strategy games

film noir

tiramisu

acting

military history

servant leadership

go-karts

animation

Delta blues

funk

cheesecake brownies

sumo wrestling

apologetics

Justice League

laser tag

bagpipes

Irish folk music
jazz

prog rock

donuts
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A (non-exhaustive) list of the things that are most important to me, that I most enjoy, or that 
I find most interesting.

After giving this presentation, I was asked to explain what I meant by “servant leadership.”  
Wikipedia explains it well (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Servant_leadership), but in short it 
means that a leader’s job is to serve the needs of those he or she is leading, helping them to 
do their best work and to utilize their talents, while also keeping them collectively moving in 
a direction that furthers the group’s mission.  Open communication is key.



Hi
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And that’s enough about me.



My team
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Bradley Horstman Cara Barnes
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Bradley is our Web manager, design specialist, user experience advocate, and CMS trainer.  
Cara is my assistant director, the editor for WMU News, and our social media manager, 
among seemingly countless other duties.  If you haven’t met them yet, make a point of 
introducing yourself.
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For the past 2 ½ years, my team and I have been developing the University’s Drupal-based 
Web content management system, WMU CMS.



CMS adoption

• 92 sections

• 180 user accounts

• 7700+ content nodes
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Counts taken on June 24, 2013.  These numbers are growing rapidly.  For comparison, there 
were only 58 sections at the beginning of May.



CMS features
• Access by section

• Automatic path 
spaces

• Bronco NetID login

• Caching reverse 
proxy

• Delegated menu 
control 

• Directory pages 
with automatic 
listings

• Email address 
protection 

• Emergency 
notifications

• Events calendar

• Form builder

• Google Analytics 

• HTML5/CSS3

• Image captions

• Media management

• Moderated 
publishing

• News channels

• Responsive design

• Responsive 
slideshows

• Social media badges

• Spotlights

• Structured 
academic program 
pages

• User dashboard

• WMU News 
archive

• WYSIWYG editor
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Currently deployed, major features as of June 2013.



News contributors
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At WUG, I announced three new features, all of which went live on July 1st.  The first, the 
news contributor role, is similar to the full contributor role, but only has access to create 
news articles and events.  Thus, it can be shared with the editor role without compromising 
the approval workflow for section pages.



Student contributors
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While our preference is still for sections to be maintained by regular WMU employees, we’ve 
recognized the need to use student employees when other resources are not available.  The 
new student contributor role only has access to edit basic pages (i.e., no access to forms, 
news articles, events, etc.), and will be periodically audited to remove students who have left.



Spell check
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The WYSIWYG editor now supports both as-you-type spell check (Firefox, Chrome, and Safari 
only) and after-the-fact spell check (all browsers).  Note that we are still tuning the dictionary 
used by the after-the-fact checker, so some oddities remain (for example, it flags “WMU” as a 
spelling error).  The as-you-type checker relies on your computer’s built-in dictionary.



And coming soon...

Spotlight groups

Conditional form email recipients

Pluggable access control layer

News & events blocks Access to form results

YouTube
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Spotlight groups will allow spotlights to be managed in the same manner as slides and 
slideshows.  Embedded YouTube videos will be supported by the media library.  Conditional 
form email recipients will allow webform submissions to be routed to different addresses 
based on the values selected on the form.  The new access control layer will finally allow us 
to provide section-level news and events blocks and section manager access to form 
results for export to CSV, as well as many other future enhancements.



WMU CMS 1.0
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With those features in place, we’ll have reached the point that I’ve defined as version 1.0.  In 
software development methodology, this is a major milestone, and it carries a couple of 
important implications.  First, 1.0 indicates that the system is feature-complete.  That’s not 
to say that we won’t be adding more features (just the opposite, in fact).  Rather, it means 
that all of the features needed to accomplish the system’s core mission are in place, and the 
CMS will be capable of handling nearly all of our existing Dreamweaver-based sites.  Second, 
1.0 indicates that the system is stable.  The 1.x versions that follow it will focus on fixing 
bugs, while work on major enhancements will begin in the background for our 2.0 release 
(more on that later).



State of the Web
2½ years later
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Things have clearly changed a bit since we started building WMU CMS.



Increasingly mobile
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At first, mobile-compatibility wasn’t even on the CMS project roadmap.  We added responsive 
design as a requirement halfway through the development cycle.  It’s now considered an 
essential feature of the system.  The next few slides demonstrate why.



Mobile
3%

Non-mobile
97%

Visits to wmich.edu by device type
Jan 1 to Feb 1, 2011

Source: Google Analytics
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This is where we started.  At the time, the total audience share for mobile devices (iOS, 
Android, and all others combined) was roughly equal to the share for the Opera browser.



Mobile
15%

Non-mobile
85%

Visits to wmich.edu by device type
May 22 to June 21, 2013

Source: Google Analytics
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It’s 5x larger now.  But this number is actually deceiving, because it includes all of the on-
campus traffic from offices, computer labs, libraries, and residence halls.  It also includes 
people attending classes at our regional locations, local sports fans, local news 
organizations, etc.  Those factors skew the total heavily towards traditional computers.



Mobile
24%

Non-mobile
76%

Visits to wmich.edu by device type
Excluding visits from southwest Michigan

Source: Google Analytics
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If we exclude all of the regional traffic, we’re left with only the numbers for people who came 
to our Web site despite not having a strong local or regional connection to WMU in their 
communities.  Though it’s impossible to say for sure, I suspect this more accurately 
represents the browsing habits of prospective students.



Visits to wmich.edu by device type
Excluding visits from southwest Michigan

Other
0.3%

Firefox OS
1.7%

Android
6.5%

iPad
4%
iPhone / iPod Touch

11.5%

Other
3%

Safari
12%

Firefox
14%

Chrome
22%

Internet Explorer
25%

Non-mobile

Mobile Source: Google Analytics
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Breaking out the previous slide’s sampling by platform, we can see that mobile browsing’s 
share is almost equal to Internet Explorer’s.  iOS devices account for most of the mobile 
traffic (despite Android’s much larger share of smartphone sales), and are collectively a 
bigger slice than Firefox.

A few more interesting observations:
 - The “other” category on the mobile side includes both Blackberry and Windows Phone, 
neither of which are significant players any more.
 - Note the fragmentation on the non-mobile side.  IE still has the largest single share, but it 
is no longer the dominant browser.
 - The strong showing for non-mobile Safari is also significant, in that it demonstrates that 
Windows PCs are losing ground to the Mac.

Overall, these stats evidence a major shift in the computing landscape from three years ago.



Prospective students who have viewed a 
college’s Web site on a mobile device

No
48% Yes

52%

Source: Noel-Levitz 2012 Mobile Expectations Report
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The significance of mobile is made even more clear here.  It’s a good bet that a large part of 
our prospective student audience is evaluating WMU on a small screen...

https://www.noellevitz.com/documents/shared/Papers_and_Research/2012/2012MobileExpectations.pdf
https://www.noellevitz.com/documents/shared/Papers_and_Research/2012/2012MobileExpectations.pdf


iPhone
320x480
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... like this...



iPad
768x1024
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... or like this...



Google Glass
640x360
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... or (possibly) soon like this.  It remains to be seen whether this form factor will be 
successful, but with so many big names--Google, Apple, Sony, even Dell--experimenting 
with wearable devices, we need to start thinking about how we’re going to deal with them.



Increasingly social
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The social Web was already well established when we started building the CMS, and it has 
only gotten bigger.  Facebook, for example, had 600 million accounts in Jan. 2011; now it 
has 1.1 billion.  Twitter handled around 200 million Tweets per day in 2011; now they handle 
about half a billion per day.  And Google is currently in the middle of a company-wide effort 
to tie nearly all of their products into Google+, making social the core of their business.  So 
how does that affect us?



Facebook Likes for 
WMU
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“Likes” really aren’t the best measure for the success of our Facebook efforts, but they are a 
convenient metric for demonstrating how important our social media presence has become.



Prospective students who have visited a 
college’s Facebook page

0%

20%

40%

60%

80%
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54%

73%

46%

27%

Yes No

Source: Noel-Levitz 2012 E-Expectations Report
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Interestingly, this same report showed that a university’s Facebook page is generally not a 
significant factor in a student’s decision to attend.  But the numbers here show that many 
students are interested in a school’s social presence.  My conclusion is that while a Facebook 
page may not (consciously, at least) be what tilts such decisions, it does influence the overall 
impressions that prospective students are forming, as well as the students’ sense of 
community once they enroll.

https://www.noellevitz.com/documents/shared/Papers_and_Research/2012/2012_E-Expectations.pdf
https://www.noellevitz.com/documents/shared/Papers_and_Research/2012/2012_E-Expectations.pdf


Increasingly app-driven
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The shift to apps is due in large part to the mobile and social trends, but I think it merits 
consideration on its own.  Let me give some examples to demonstrate why...
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These apps have achieved such an impact that you probably can recognize them without any 
names listed.  I chose these four examples deliberately, because each demonstrates a unique 
way in which Web-connected apps have significantly changed user expectations...
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Instagram is a Web-based photo sharing service, but there’s actually very little that you can 
do on its site.  Its homepage is just an advertisement for the app, and while you can view 
user profiles in your browser, doing anything significant with the service requires the app.  
Despite that restriction, it took less than two years for them to reach 100 million users in 
2012... And that’s before they even added support for Android.
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Twitter’s Web site is fully functional, but the browser interface isn’t what made them 
successful.  The essence of Twitter is impromptu, in-the-moment conversation about 
trending topics, so they went out of their way to integrate with everything they could (SMS, 
third-party apps, even direct OS integration).  Consequently, the number of users tweeting 
from a PC consistently falls, while the number tweeting from a mobile device consistently 
climbs.  Twitter beat other microblogging platforms by being available to users wherever they 
happen to be.
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Flickr’s story is like Instagram in reverse.  In 2006, Flickr was a premier photo sharing site 
and social network, having many of the same features that would later make Facebook a 
success.  Their site was mobile-compatible before the iPhone was even announced.  But after 
being acquired by Yahoo!, it took until late 2009 for Yahoo! to release an official Flickr app, 
which turned out to be disastrously bad.  Instagram launched a year later and Flickr’s users 
left in droves.  Today, its main user base is a (comparatively) small community of 
photography enthusiasts.  Interestingly, Yahoo!’s new CEO has made a point of trying to 
revive Flickr.  Her first step was to release a rewritten and much improved app; only after that 
did they redesign the Web site.
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Google Maps is notable in the context of the release of the iPhone 5 and the ensuing Apple 
Maps fiasco.  With the iPhone 5, Apple switched the backend of the built-in maps app from 
Google Maps to its own mapping service, which turned out to have some serious flaws.  But 
since it would be another three months before Google released its own iOS app, iPhone 5 
users were left with a choice: open Safari and use Google Maps in the browser, or take their 
chances with the buggy Apple Maps.  Strangely, even though Google Maps has a fully 
functional, mobile-compatible Web site, many users (particularly tech bloggers) agonized 
over this choice, and some even chose to stick it out with Apple until the Google app became 
available.



Engagement
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So why the strong preference for apps?  Because apps offer a level of integration and 
engagement that Web sites cannot.  That little red circle on the icon is a major innovation.  By 
allowing push notifications to your app, users are basically asking you to send them your 
content.  If we were to start emailing our audience en masse every time we had something to 
tell them, we’d be blacklisted for spamming.  But with an app, we’re invited in.



Some conclusions...
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The Web is no longer 
just pages
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We can’t afford to ignore traditional pages; they’re still the dominant format in which people 
consume our content.  But it’s time to move on from our print-influenced metaphors.  Web 
content ≠ pages.  A page is just one way to deliver content.



Mobile accessibility is 
no longer optional
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The mobile audience is too big to ignore.  The CMS’s responsive design will only get you so 
far; take the next step and go through your sites on a smartphone and a tablet.  If you don’t 
have a mobile device, resize your desktop browser to mobile dimensions (and if you’re a 
Chrome or Firefox user, the Web Developer Toolbar plugin makes that very easy).  And watch 
out for old design patterns (like hover states) that don’t work with touch interfaces.



Static HTML is
no longer viable
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There’s simply no way to make your content mobile-friendly, app-friendly, and social-
friendly in static HTML without an unsustainable level of effort.  And that’s not even 
considering the effort required to support non-HTML data formats (XML, RSS, JSON, iCal, 
etc.).  Content that is still locked in the Dreamweaver template is increasingly second-class 
content.



WMU CMS 1.0
beyond
v
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So how will we address these challenges in the content management system?



Simplify migration

Training in ELearningContextual help

Improved dashboards Moderation notifications
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If static HTML is no longer viable, then we need to make moving into the CMS faster and 
easier.  This means improving our self-help options and speeding up workflows, particularly 
for users managing multiple sections.



Optimize content

Mobile-ready features

Semantic content types

Metadata

Facebook snippets
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We need to break down the “page” metaphor and expand the reach of our content by making 
it modular and consumable by other platforms.  And we need to prioritize features that 
enrich the mobile experience.  Again, that doesn’t mean we ignore the non-mobile users, but 
given limited development resources, features that add value across all devices will receive 
more attention than those that only work well on a traditional PC.



Pool our resources

User champions

Delegated role management

Web Developers Group

Social Media Group CMS beta testers

New governance model
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Finally, we need to work together.  We’ll be launching several new user groups this summer 
to help us all share our skills with one another, and we’ll be opening the CMS development 
process to allow contributions from programmers outside of university relations.  We’ll also 
be looking at ways to empower Web managers to handle their own administrative tasks, and 
to participate in crafting the policies that will affect their work.  WUG is essential to our 
success.



Questions?
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If you have any questions about the topics I covered in this presentation, I can be reached at 
7-8423 or daniel.lobelle@wmich.edu.  Or just stop by my office at 310 E Walwood.


